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The goal of this study is to investigate the rotating Maxwell nanoliquid flow incorporating gyrotactic
microbes with Newtonian heating and irregular heat source sink. The motion of the flow is induced
due to linearly unidirectional elongated surface. The uniqueness of the flow is enhanced by the inclusion
of additional phenomenon of higher order chemical reaction incorporated with Darcy Forchheimer flow,
Fourier and Fick law. Numerical solution of the formulated problem is developed via bvp4c function in
MATLAB. The influence of the embroiled parameters on the flow distribution is demonstrated through
various graphs and tables. It is noticed that fluid velocity declines on incrementing the rotation parameter. An upsurge in thermal field is portrayed on augmenting the Newtonian heating. Comparative analysis of the results of the proposed model with previous published research is included which confirms the
validity of the current model.
Ó 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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as the, metallurgical process, glass blowing, production of rubber
and plastic sheets aerodynamics, and extrusion, etc. Fluid flow
on a deforming sheet was instigated by Crane (1970). Sreedevi
and Reddy (2020) illustrated the behavior of chemical reaction
with thermal radiation on a three-dimensional 3D Maxwell
nanofluid past a deforming surface. It is observed in this investigation that by increasing the Deborah number the fluid velocity
diminishes. On a Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Maxwell graphene nanofluid flow, the outcome of thermal radiation past a
horizontal deforming surface is scrutinized by Hussain et al.
(2020) in the presence of thermal slip condition. Ali et al.
(2019) numerically examined Maxwell nano liquid flow on an
exponential deforming surface. The impact of chemical reaction
incorporated with thermal radiation is investigated by
Prabhavathi et al. (2018) on a Maxwell nano liquid flow. On
Maxwell nanoliquid flow Kundu et al. (2018) analyzed Cattaneo
Christov (CC) model with slip effects past a nonlinear elongated
surface (Table 1).
Non-Newtonian fluid flow on a stretching surface in a rotating frame has enormously been emphasized by the researchers
due to its vast applications in geophysical processes and engineering and such as food treatments, disk cleaners, rotor systems, and gas turbines. Aziz et al. (2019) analytically
investigated the behavior of homogeneous-heterogeneous reactions and Darcy Forchheimer on a 3D nanofluid in a rotating
flow on a stretchable sheet. Shah et al. (2019) presented an analytical solution for 3D nanofluid with Cattaneo-Christov (CC)
model in a rotating frame past a linearly elongated surface. It
is found that by amplifying the nanoparticle fraction the fluid
velocity upsurges, whereas, temperature field decays. Alzahrani
et al. (2019) has discussed the impact of Darcy Forchheimer with
heat generation/absorption on micropolar nano liquid between
two parallel rotating plates. They found twofold flow behavior
in the fluid velocity by escalating the inertia coefficient and
rotating parameter. Recent studies on a Darcy Forchheimer nano
liquid in a rotating outline can be seen in (Ullah et al., 2020;
Hayat et al., 2019; Shafiq et al., 2020; Ramaiah et al., 2020;
Hayat et al., 2020).
Non-uniform heat source and sink has broad range of applications which includes unrefined oil extraction, cooling of metal
sheets and radial diffusers. The impact of irregular heat source/
sink, Joule dissipation is explored by Thumma and Mishra (2020)
on a 3D Eyring-Powell nanofluid on a deformable surface. Jakati
et al. (2019) illustrated the effect of irregular heat on a 2D Maxwell
nanofluid on a linear stretchable surface. On a micropolar fluid
flow second order velocity slip amalgamated with irregular heat
source sink is investigated by Kumar et al. (2019) past an elongated
sheet. Khan et al. (2018) studied the impact of Darcy Forchheimer
on a micropolar nanofluid in a rotating flow between two parallel
plates.
A minuscule organism is considered as microscopic organisms
(microorganisms) as it can be perceived via an optical microscope.
They are found everywhere like in water, air, soil, rocks, plants, animals, and even in the human body. Cholera, meningitis, anthrax,
citrus canker, and tuberculosis are a few diseases caused by
microorganisms. Gyrotactic microorganisms are those organisms
that move in stagnant water against gravity and depend on the
type of species. Due to the random movement of microorganisms,
the phenomenon of bio-convection arises. This micro-organisms
characteristic is used in biotechnology, sedimentary basin, bioreactors, biosensors, separation of non-living and living cells. Abbasi
et al. (2020) numerically analyzed Brownian motion, thermophoresis effect, and impact of bio-convection on Maxwell nanofluid past a linear deforming sheet. The effect of gyrotactic
microorganisms with thermal radiation is analytically addressed
by Ahmad et al. (2020) on a three-dimensional (3D) Maxwell nano-
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1. Introduction
Boundary layer flow over a deforming surface is immensely
acknowledged by the scholars owing to its vast applications such
2
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Table 1
Depicts a comparison of the contemporary studies in the same domain for the uniqueness of the existing model.
Authors

3D flow

Variable heat source/sink

Darcy Forchheimer flow

Gyrotactic microorganisms

Rotating frame

Newtonian heating

Hayat et al. (2019)
Shafiq et al. (2020)
Sohail et al. (2020)
Ramzan (2015)
Present

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
Yes
Yes

fluid on an oscillatory deforming surface. Khan and Nadeem (2020)
exhibited the aftermath of the magnetic field with viscous dissipation and chemical reaction on Maxwell nano liquid past an exponentially extending surface with variable slip conditions. Sohail
et al. (2020) focused on gyrotactic microorganisms with homogeneous – heterogeneous reactions on a Maxwell nano liquid over
a stretchable sheet incorporated with heat generation/absorption
effects.
Transmission of heat and mass incorporated with chemical
reaction has widespread applications such as food processing,
destruction of harvests due to freezing, paper manufacturing and
ceramics. Narender et al. (2020) numerically illustrated viscous
dissipation on an incompressible 2D nanofluid flow on a linear
elongated surface with chemical reaction. Ibrahim and Negera
(2020) numerically inspected the impact of stagnation point flow
on a Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) upper convected Maxwell fluid
with chemical reaction along a deforming surface. On an unsteady
chemically reactive viscous flow Ijaz et al. (2020) addressed Joule
heating and activation energy in a rotating frame on a stretchable
sheet. On a chemically reactive Maxwell nanoliquid flow Khan
et al. (2019) numerically examined the behavior of CattaneoChristov model over a deformable sheet.
Great amount of research is done on a rotating flow past a linear
extending surface. The study of MHD Maxwell nanofluid influenced by gyrotactic microorganisms and higher-order chemical
reaction in a rotating flow is still scarce and yet not discussed in
the literature. The uniqueness of the problem is exacerbated by
the combined effect of Newtonian heating and variable heat
source/sink. MATLAB built-in function bvp4c is used to solve the
specified mathematical problem. The influence of the pertinent
parameters on the present analysis is illustrated graphically. The
following questions are the aim of the research.

Fig. 1. Flow configuration of the model.
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i. What is the influence of augmenting the fluid relaxation and
rotation parameter on the fluid velocity?
ii. What effect does the conjugate parameter have on the thermal field?
iii. What is the aftermath of order of chemical reaction on the
fluid concentration?
iv. Impact of Peclet number on the motile density profile?
2. Problem formulation
3D Darcy Forchheimer rotating flow of MHD Maxwell nanoliquid is examined on a stretchable linear surface with Newtonian
heating. The sheet deforms in the x  direction: The surface is associated in the xy  planeand the fluid is considered at z P 0 (Fig. 1).
The fluid spins about the z  axiswith constant angular velocity X.
The effect of higher order chemical reaction, gyrotactic microbes
incorporated with variable heat source and sink are additional phenomenon to enhance the uniqueness of the flow. The characteristics of Fourier and Fick law are inspected.
The innovative model is regulated by the following system of
equations (Shafiq et al., 2020; Ramaiah et al., 2020):

@ x u þ @ y v þ @ z w ¼ 0;
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in equation (4) q is variable heat source/sink (Alghamdi et al.,
2021)
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and the boundary conditions are
At f ¼ 0 Y 1 ð0Þ ¼ 0; Y 2 ð0Þ ¼ 1; Y 4 ð0Þ ¼ 0; Y 7 ð0Þ ¼ A:ð1 þ Y 6 ð0ÞÞ; Y 8 ð0Þ ¼ 1; Y 10 ð0Þ ¼ 1
As f ! 1 Y 2 ð1Þ ! 0; Y 4 ð1Þ ! 0; Y 6 ð1Þ ! 0; Y 8 ð1Þ ! 0; Y 10 ð1Þ ! 0
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df
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Numerous analytical, exact and numerical techniques (Xia et al.,
2021; Wakif et al., 2021; Rasool and Wakif, 2021; Wakif et al.,
2021; Wakif et al., 2020; Alghamdi et al., 2021; Thumma et al.,
2020; Shaheen et al., 2021; Wakif and Sehaqui, 2020; Chen et al.,
2021) can be used to solve the system of ODEs. The exact solution
of highly nonlinear coupled system of ODEs (10)-(14), with the
boundary conditions (15) is not possible. Numerical solution of
the flow model is computed via bvp4c function in MATLAB. The
numerical procedure is given below:

00


þ 2 Ef
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3. Numerical solution
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By utilizing the above transformation equation (1) is trivially
equated. However, equations
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Using appropriate transformation (Aziz et al., 2019; Sohail et al.,
2020; Ramzan and Yousaf, 2015):
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4. Graphical analysis
The main focus of this section is to explore the impact of various
physical factors on involved profiles. For the graphical analysis of
the non-dimensional parameters following numerical values are
taken

ð15Þ

The mathematical forms of surface drag force, temperature gradient are specified as:

4
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0:1 6 E 6 0:6; 0:1 6 Ha 6 0:5; 0:2 6 c 6 0:4; 0:1 6 F r 6 0:5;0:1 6 a 6 0:3; 0:1 6 K 1 6 0:5;
0:1 6 N b 6 0:3; 0:1 6 N t 6 0:3; 0:1 6 D 6 0:3; 0:1 6 H 6 0:3;
0:1 6 K 2 6 0:5; 0:5 6 Sc 6 1:2;
0:3 6 d 6 0:7;0:1 6 A 6 0:3;1 6 s 6 3; 0:5 6 Pe 6 0:9; 0:1 6 r 6 0:5;
0:6 6 Lb 6 1.
Figs. 2 & 3 depicts the behavior of x  component velocity
0
f ðfÞand y  componentof velocity jðfÞ. The behavior of numerous
0
values of non-dimensional fluid relaxation time Eon f ðfÞ and jðfÞ
is illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Fig. 2(a) percepts that as Ehas
direct proportionate to fluid moderation time C1 . By augmenting
E, fluid moderation time boosts which halts the fluid flow. Eventu0
ally, it is perceived thatf ðfÞdrops. Fig. 2(b) shows that on incrementing the fluid relaxation time jðfÞincreases adjacent to the
wall, while it decreases in magnitude away from the wall. Negative
values of jðfÞ exhibits that flow due to rotational effect is only in
the direction of y0 - axis: The impact of rotation parameter a on
the velocity field is deliberated in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Since a ¼ Xd ,
so by augmenting a angular velocity increases. The fluid is rotating
and flowing. By enlarging athe rotation rate increases in contrast to
0
the stretching rate. Therefore, f ðfÞ decreases as the motion of the
0
fluid slow down. Fig. 3(a) shows that f ðfÞis dwindling function of
a. Fig. 3(b) exhibits an oscillatory configuration for escalating values of a. The rotation parameter plays a major role in accelerating
the flow inydirection. It is seen that jðfÞ descends and the fluid
accelerates in the y-direction.
The impression of conjugate parameter A on thermal field hðfÞ is
portrayed in Fig. 4. The rate of heat transmission is accelerated on
augmentingA. This is due to the transfer of heat from the heated

0

Fig. 3a. Behavior of rotation parameter on f ðfÞ:

Fig. 3b. Behavior of rotation parameter on jðfÞ:

surface to the cold fluid. This elevates hðfÞ. The outcome of variable
source and sink parameter on hðfÞis sketched in Figs. 5(a)-5(d).
Growing values of D&H i:eD > 0; H > 0corresponds to irregular
heat source implying that more heat is generated. Thus, an upsurge
is noticed in hðfÞ. Influence of irregular heat sink i.e D < 0; H < 0 is
shown in Figs. 5(c) & 5 (d) corresponds to absorption of heat.
Therefore, thermal field deteriorates. Fig. 6 portrays the effect of
growing values of higher-order reaction s on /ðfÞ. By upsurging s,
the rate of mass transfer is enhanced. Hence, /ðfÞrises. Variation
of Peclet number on motile density profile is portrayed in Fig. 7.
0

Fig. 2a. Impact of fluid relaxation time on f ðfÞ:

Fig. 2b. Impact of fluid relaxation time on jðfÞ:

Fig. 4. Behavior of conjugate heat parameter on hðfÞ:
5
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Fig. 5d. Impact of variable temperature dependent sink parameter H < 0 on hðfÞ:

Fig. 5a. Impact of variable space dependent source parameter D > 0 on hðfÞ:

Fig. 6. Outcome of higher order reaction on /ðfÞ:

Fig. 5b. Impact of variable temperature dependent source parameter H > 0 on hðfÞ:

Fig. 7. Outcome of Peclet number on RðfÞ:

Table 2
Computational values of Nux Re0:5
against different estimation of A; K 1 ; E.
x

Fig. 5c. Impact of variable space dependent sink parameter D < 0 on hðfÞ:

A

On incrementing Peclet number diffusion of microorganisms
decreases. Hence, motile density of fluid diminishes. The impact
of A; K 1 ; Eon local Nusselt number is described in Table 2. It is
noticed that by increasing A and K 1 the rate of heat transfer

K1

E

Nux Rex0:5

0.5
0.6
0.7

0.1241273
0.2962659
0.5595729
0.1297434
0.12980309
0.12986562
0.13087804
0.1295171
0.1264253

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.6
0.7
0.8

Nux Re0:5
decays
x

enhances. However,
for larger values of E. Table 3
shows an outstanding correlation of the current outcome for the
rotation parameter with Nazar et al. (2004), Wang (1988), and
Ali et al. (2020).
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Table 3
An outstanding correlation of the current outcome for the rotation parameter a with Nazar (2004), Wang (1988) and Ali (2020).

a

Nazar (2004)
00

0
0.5
1
2
5

Wang (1988)
0

00

Ali (2020)
0

00

Present
0

f ð0Þ

j ð0Þ

f ð0Þ

j ð0Þ

f ð0Þ

j ð0Þ

f ð0Þ

00

j0 ð0Þ

1
1.1384
1.3250
1.6523
–

0
0.5128
0.8371
1.2873
–

1
1.1384
1.3250
1.6523
–

0
0.5128
0.8371
1.2873
–

1
1.13844
1.32501
1.65232
2.39026

0
0.51283
0.83715
1.28732
2.15024

1
1.13848
1.32501
1.65235
2.39014

0
0.51268
0.83712
1.28726
2.15053
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solutions for first order and second order slips on micropolar fluid flow across a
convective surface in the presence of Lorentz force and variable heat source/
sink. Sci. Rep. 9 (1), 1–14.
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Forchheimer flow of micropolar nanofluid between two plates in the rotating
frame with non-uniform heat generation/absorption. Adv. Mech. Eng., 10(10),
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Abbasi, A., Farooq, W., Riaz, I., 2020. Stagnation point flow of Maxwell nanofluid
containing gyrotactic micro-organism impinging obliquely on a convective
surface. Heat Transfer 49 (5), 2977–2999.
Ahmad, I., Aziz, S., Ali, N., Ullah Khan, S., Ijaz Khan, M., Tlili, I., Khan, N.B., 2020.
Thermally developed Cattaneo-Christov Maxwell nanofluid over bidirectional
periodically accelerated surface with gyrotactic microorganisms and activation
energy. Alexandria Eng. J. 59 (6), 4865–4878.
Khan, M.N., Nadeem, S., 2020. Theoretical treatment of bio-convective Maxwell
nanofluid over an exponentially stretching sheet. Can. J. Phys. 98 (8), 732–741.
Sohail, M., Naz, R., Abdelsalam, S.I., 2020. On the onset of entropy generation for a
nanofluid with thermal radiation and gyrotactic microorganisms through 3D
flows. Phys. Scr. 95 (4), 045206. https://doi.org/10.1088/1402-4896/ab3c3f.
Narender, G., Govardhan, K., Sarma, G. S. (2020). Convection of Maxwell nanofluid
with the effects of viscous dissipation and chemical reaction over a stretching
sheet. In AIP Conference Proceedings (Vol. 2246, No. 1, p. 020052). AIP
Publishing LLC.
Ibrahim, W., Negera, M., 2020. MHD slip flow of upper-convected Maxwell
nanofluid over a stretching sheet with chemical reaction. J. Egypt. Math. Soc.
28 (1), 7.
Ijaz Khan, M., Nasir, T., Hayat, T., Khan, N.B., Alsaedi, A., 2020. Binary chemical
reaction with activation energy in rotating flow subject to nonlinear heat flux
and heat source/sink. J. Comput. Des. Eng.
Khan, M., Malik, M.Y., Salahuddin, T., Khan, F., 2019. Generalized diffusion effects on
Maxwell nanofluid stagnation point flow over a stretchable sheet with slip
conditions and chemical reaction. J. Braz. Soc. Mech. Sci. Eng. 41 (3), 138.

5. Concluding remarks
Numerical solution for MHD Maxwell nanofluid with gyrotactic
microorganisms, a higher-order chemical reaction in the presence
of variable source/sink, and Newtonian heating is investigated in a
rotating flow on a deformable surface. The flow is analyzed with
additional effect of Darcy Forchheimer flow amalgamated with
modified Fourier and Fick laws. Numerical solution of the flow
model is computed via bvp4c function in MATLAB. The following
are the notable outcomes of the current investigation:
 Fluid velocity deteriorates on incrementing the rotation
parameter.
0
 On escalating fluid relaxation time f ðfÞ declines, whereas, for
jðfÞ opposite outcome is observed.
 By augmenting the conjugate heat parameter hðfÞ amplifies.
 For larger values of higher order chemical reaction solutal field
escalates.
 For higher estimation of Peclet number, the motile density
deteriorates.
 On incrementing the conjugate heat parameter and thermal
relaxation time rate of heat transfer augments.
 The rate of heat transfer decreases on varying the fluid relaxation time.
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